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District: Group Name:

Team Name: CPC.

Conference Committee -
Item

II. Cooperation With The Professional Community - Item B.

Agenda Topic: B. +Consider a request to create a pamphlet for mental health professionals.

Historical Context:
Why is this item on the
Agenda?

The C.P.C. committee from Area 11, Connecticut, submitted the following agenda item:

Create a pamphlet geared towards mental health professionals specifically that
would educate them about AA with the hope that they may be better qualified to
help a person who has a desire to stop drinking.”

During a follow-up call, it was noted that professionals are well informed that A.A.
existed. However, beyond a general awareness, many professionals had
misconceptions and misinformation about what A.A. is.

The proposed item is intended to address misconceptions and misinformation
about A.A. by Mental Health Professionals.

From the February 2020 trustees’ meeting on C.P.C./Treatment-Accessibilities:

The committee discussed the broad scope of this professional setting and
agreed to forward a request to create a pamphlet for mental health
professionals to the 2020 Conference Committee on C.P.C.

From Area 11 CPC to Conference Coordinator:

In our existing literature medical professionals are addressed but there is nothing that
speaks directly and specifically to the mental health professional. Having a title specifically
targeted at them would increase the chance of them reading about what we offer. Most of
these professionals have busy schedules and having something in front of them which is
specifically relevant to them would go a long way.

Some possible ideas for inclusion could be:

• Make them aware of our website, and smartphone app.
• Let them know that a person from any walk of life can be an alcoholic.
• Tell them in a brief way about our policy of anonymity and how that may

make it a little easier for someone to attend their first meeting.
• Suggest that they attend an open meeting.
• Suggest that they be in contact with our C.P.C. committee.
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What does the
Delegate need to
know?

Do you support the Suggested Ideas, and if you have clothes, please submit them in an email to
the delegate.

Preference?

Support/Oppose:

Add Comment(s):


